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A train hauling coal heads north out of Seattle in 2012. Opponents of fossil fuel export projects in the Pacific Northwest are pushing 
for local rules to prevent new proposals.

Residents of a coastal community in Oregon are considering whether to try to derail a fossil fuel 
export project in their rural county, a decision that could put them at odds with the Trump 
administration.

The ballot measure before Coos County voters Tuesday would block the $7.5 billion Jordan Cove 
Energy Project, a proposed liquefied natural gas port that would be the first of its kind on the U.S. 
West Coast.

The vote comes weeks after a Trump adviser said the administration would approve the project. 
Federal regulators denied a permit for the export terminal and pipeline under President Barack 
Obama.

In recent years, American Indian tribes and environmentalists have successfully fought a number of 
fossil fuel export projects in the Pacific Northwest, and pushed for local regulations to prevent new 
projects.

As President Donald Trump aggressively pushes fossil fuel exploration, opponents say they’re more 
focused than ever on actions at the state and local level to stop the Northwest from becoming a 
gateway for exporting the nation’s fossil fuels.

“We’ve all been waiting nervously for the Trump administration to dial up the intensity,” said Eric de 
Place with Sightline Institute, a Seattle-based environmental research group.

Since 2010, at least 20 projects have been proposed in Oregon and Washington to handle and move 
coal, crude oil, methanol, propane or liquefied natural gas, but only afew have come to fruition.
“Almost all the victories happened at the state or local level,” de Place said.

Other examples of local pushback include:
• The city of Portland, Oregon, in December banned new bulk fossil fuel storage terminals within city 



limits. The ban was considered the first of its kind for the range of products it sought to prohibit. A 
coalition of business, labor and oil industry groups is appealing it before a state board.
• Whatcom County in northwest Washington this year extended a moratorium on new shipments of 
refined fossil fuel as it considers other possible land-use code changes.
• Two other cities in Washington – where major crude oil terminals have been proposed – banned 
new crude oil storage facilities. The Vancouver ban doesn’t apply to a massive proposed oil terminal 
there that would be the largest in the United States.

Mary Geddry, who helped petition to put the latest ballot measure before Coos County’s 41,000 
voters, said opponents needed to try something new.

“We just don’t want to see Coos Bay turned into the toxic armpit of Oregon,” she said. “By creating a 
bill of rights, then we can defend it by saying that project, that activity violates our fundamental rights.”
The measure would allow the transportation of fossil fuels within the county only if they’re intended for 
local use. It also would set up a bill of rights outlining the community’s right to a “sustainable energy 
future.”

Critics say the measure is unconstitutional and taxpayers will be forced to needlessly defend it.
It’s unclear if the measure would hold up in court. Local and state regulations are subject to legal 
challenge because the federal government’s authority to regulate interstate commerce can supersede 
rules enacted at a lower level.

The Jordan Cove Energy Project has donated nearly all of the $573,000 raised to oppose the 
measure, campaign records show. Supporters have raised nearly $13,000.

Project spokesman Michael Hinrichs said he’s hopeful the ballot measure will be struck down. 
Proponents say the project will create jobs and generate millions in tax revenues in rural Oregon.

=======================
CaliforniaGeo Responds—

The issue affecting Coos Bay, OR is a supercharged action beyond the well-known phrase “Think 
globally, act locally.” These citizens are strongly motivated in their immediate self-interest; not just for 
overall protection of the planet.

It’s easy for the forces they oppose to classify them as NIMBYs (Not-In-My-Backyard types), but 
these locals’ motivations are more sophisticated than that.  Their opposition may be justified in their 
opposition because this David vs Goliath battle is one of local/regional environmental security and 
preserving quality of life—against the hegemony of corporate insistence that protection of their 
business model is good for everyone and is an entitlement.

History is littered with the “accidental” result of this entitlement going wrong.  Often, available 
protections through redundant safety efforts or volunteered advance mitigations for environmental 
damage are tossed as a result of “too high a cost against too low an event risk.”  That’s just an 
extension of the business model protection claim, and our country is rich in examples where 
outcomes were poor.  Love Canal, Santa Barbara oil spill, Deepwater Horizon, and Aliso Canyon are 
all tragedies where the environment paid most of the cost and the businesses paid the least.  And in 
both fossil and other mining, centuries-old regulations without update allows the extractors to walk 
away without significant rehabilitation, leaving a polluting mess for other wallets to fix.

The most egregious slice of the immoral corporate argument for fossil export is that risks borne by the 



environment and humans are required so that Big Fossil can maintain two paradigms simultaneously.  
One, their option to seek profits by pulling more combustible carbon from underground our citizens 
don’t need is sacrosanct, and two, energy independence for the U.S. can only be secured through 
extracting more carbon for worldwide combustion (while they deny the causes of accelerated climate 
change).

Until a larger number of U.S. voters beyond Coos Bay, Oregon elect political representatives that will 
place citizens and the environment above corporate interests—we will be starved for policies that 
march us toward a sustainable future, while restricting business prerogatives to those that serve our 
needs.  Capitalism is a fine engine, but if not built with precision parts—it can blow up with 
unpredictable collateral damage.  Getting the money out of our elections would be helpful.

—Bill Martin


